
           Aircrete Dome Building

The Aircrete technique is actually quite simple and straightforward, it consists of 
mixing cement with a thick soap, which makes bubbles similar to shaving cream.

To make the soap so foamy, DomeGaia uses an air compressor, they then mix 
this foamy soap/water solution with cement. No sand or gravel or was fiber 
added, we just mixed the foam and the cement in a blue construction container, 
once happy with the texture you pour it into square 
wooden forms.
 
The mixture must set overnight in the forms. The 
following day you have a “slab” of aircrete that you 
can easily cut into bricks of the size of your choice 
with a metal blade, aircrete is very light and it is easy 
to cut it. You can then lay your bricks and build a 
dome like structure like you would with any other 
bricks, applying a thick cement/latex mix to stick the 
bricks together. Aircrete is very light

Counterweights made with bottles filled with water, sand or dirt are used to affix 
the bricks on the top of the dome, which is a very cool concept. We made a sort 
of double hook with a thick metal wire, which hooked on one side to the brick and 
on the other side to a rope with the heavy bottles attached to it.



Once you apply the geotextile, you have to then plaster the dome with normal 
concrete, which is fairly easy on the outside of the dome, over the geo textile, the 
regular concrete usually sticks well.

It is apparently unnecessary to apply this geotextile inside the dome. So we did 
not, but then we needed to use concrete to fill the holes between the bricks, 
which was a slow and painful process as regular concrete does not stick well to 
aircrete. The inside of the dome was considerably more difficult to work on due to 
the natural phenomenon of gravity… Here are my two friends from Canada 
struggling with this, finally we added latex to the mix, which helped a bit.The 

You then need to “wrap” a thick 
tissue called “GEO TEXTILE” 
around the dome, which, 
according to the creator of this 
concept, is “what really gives 
strength to the dome”.
It is long process has you have 
to soak it in the latex/cement 
mix then wrap it while also 
adding this sticky mixture of 
cement with Latex over it. You 
can see the geo textile around 
the dome on this picture.



plastering of the inside of the dome was very difficult, so was working with 
everything else rounded:

We then added metal lath on the walls so we could have a chance to plaster the 
inside:
Again, this was very difficult because stapling anything in aircrete is complicated. 
Sometimes it holds well, sometimes not at all, this has to do with the inconsistency of 
the mixes while making the bricks. Some bricks had way more air than others, so they 
crumble so easily, these bricks are near to impossible to nail or staple anything to.

The rounded window was a challenge:     
With the flurry of the workshop they failed to 
install the window level, so it sloped inwards 
toward the interior of the dome, this was not 
so ideal when it rained. We used a lot of 
regular concrete to fix this misleveling and 
also had a real headache on how to frame it 
with our few tools available on the off grid 
worksite. It was the same story with the door: 
the DomeGaia instructors began to make a 
door for the dome during the workshop, which 
was round. It looked good but was extremely 
heavy and as DomeGaia were unable to 
finish it before they left the workshop for 
home I had redesigned the door into a square 
shape as I was unable to get my head around 
how their design would work with the tools we 
had available. 



The dome is now near to finish, and it looks like it is strong and holding great, but 
I am mostly happy with its insulation properties: Even when the sun is at its 
hottest during the day, it stays fresh inside the dome. The huge window and the 
top skylight also allow a great airflow so I never feel too hot inside the dome.

The Aircrete in itself does not feel strong, we tried to pour CocaCola on a brick, 
started to disintegrate but once built in a dome shape, re-inforce with geotextile 
and plastered with regular concrete, it is actually an excellent building material. 

The tricky part is to get the mix right at the first instance, too much or too little 
foamy soap and you will have unusable bricks. I ended up with a lot  of spare, 
unusable, bricks, which I used to insulate another structure later on. You have to 
be careful with the mix because what you actually save in cement by mixing it 
with air (Aircrete allows you to use 80% less concrete than regular bricks) you 
may actually waste it by not having the formula right.

Last day of the workshop: this is how they left the dome.

If you wish more information about Aircrete, you can read the great blog of Guillaume 
and Madeleine, that attended the Aircrete Workshop in Mexico here:

https://the-green-escape.com/en/blog/agathe-interview-from-joya-eco-orphanage/

And also consult the DomeGaia page here: https://www.domegaia.com

And finally, if you would like to support our hard work and the project of a 
sustainable orphanage, you can visit our website: www.joyaorphanage.com 
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